Circle the correct article (a / an / the) in each sentence:

1. He carried a/an axe.
2. My mom poured lemonade from a/an pitcher.
3. That cat is stuck in a/an tree.
4. A/an elephant has a long trunk.
5. The truck was driving down a/an dirt road.
6. There is a/an chair at the table.
7. Mary ate a/an egg for breakfast.
8. Tom runs as fast as a/an cheetah.
9. There is a/an inky spot on my pants.
10. I love to read a/an book.

Write the correct article (a / an / the) before each noun:

_______ flower
_______ apple
_______ pig
_______ logs
_______ rake
_______ oven
_______ baseballs
_______ idea
Articles: a, an & the
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Circle the correct article (a / an / the) in each sentence:

1. He carried a/an axe.
2. My mom poured lemonade from a/an pitcher.
3. That cat is stuck in a/an tree.
4. A/an elephant has a long trunk.
5. The truck was driving down a/an dirt road.
6. There is a/an chair at the table.
7. Mary ate a/an egg for breakfast.
8. Tom runs as fast as a/an cheetah.
9. There is a/an inky spot on my pants.
10. I love to read a/an book.

Write the correct article (a / an / the) before each noun:

a/the flower  an/the apple
a/the pig    the  logs
a/the rake  an/the oven
the  baseballs  an/the idea